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Let’s Talk About It: Understanding Your 

Relationship With SEX 

A DISCUSSION GUIDE FOR YOU BY DIANNA HOBBS, AUTHOR OF THE 

NEW A-LIST: ABSTINENCE MAKES THE HEART GROW FONDER 

www.TheNewAlist.com 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

Welcome to the “Understanding Your Relationship With 

Sex” discussion guide.  

By now, I hope you have had the opportunity to purchase 

your copy of The New A-list: Abstinence Makes The Heart 

Grow Fonder.  

In the book are guiding principles (and lots of stories too) 

to walk you through my personal abstinence journey as I 

assist you on yours. 

You can make it. But in order to successfully abstain, I want 

you to go a little deeper into your sexual history to make 

sure there is nothing there to trip you up along the way.  

There can sometimes be hidden emotional wounds, bad experiences, personal issues and 

destructive cycles that act as obstacles and hurdles on the purity road. We want to 

identify and get rid of any roadblocks together.  

Before doing that, I want you to pray this prayer with me: 

God, it is my desire to please You in every area of my life and honor You with my 

body. If there is anything suppressed in me that I do not realize might be hindering 

me from remaining pure as You intend, reveal it to me and help me overcome. In 

Jesus’ name, Amen. 

 

Now, let’s get started. 

 

http://www.thenewalist.com/
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5 QUESTIONS YOU NEED TO ASK  

 

QUESTION #1 

 Do I have any suppressed hurt and pain associated with a previous sexual experience? 

In chapter 1 of The New A-list, on pages 28-30, I share a unique experience that happened to me 

at a women’s conference. Read it. Do you see how I had to open up about my own history and 

issues? You have to do the same thing—perhaps not on a packed altar in front of an entire church, 

but at the very least, with yourself.  

Why is this important?  

Suppressed issues are like invisible thieves that creep up in the night when we’re not expecting 

them. Naturally, you cannot combat or fight against an enemy you do not see or recognize. 

Unacknowledged baggage from your past can create all types of emotions that can derail your 

goal. Be honest about who and what hurt you, so you can get on with the process of forgiving, 

mending, and moving forward. 

EXERCISE 1: In a separate journal list out any painful experiences. Then, pray over them and trust 

God to help you heal. 

 

QUESTION #2  

Am I monitoring my influences? 

In chapter 3 of The New A-list on pages 83-87, as an urban faith-based media specialist, I share 

what kinds of things I see and understand about the way the media works. In today’s society, we 

are bombarded with sexual images and messages through media and entertainment. On a scale 

of 1-10, how influenced are you? What does your music, book, and movie collection look like? 

What sort of sites are you visiting on the Internet?  

Why is this important? 

Whatever you surround yourself with and fill your mind with, will affect your decisions and 

behaviors. As 1 Corinthians 15:33 says, “Do not be misled: ‘Bad company corrupts good 

character.’" In the Internet age, the kind of “company” you keep is not limited to your immediate 

circle of friends. With Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and multiple modes of 

communication, your network has vastly broadened. If you allow the wrong things and people to 
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constantly invade your space, you will eventually begin thinking, doing and focusing on the wrong 

things. 

EXERCISE 2: Look closely at your music playlist, books, movies, and friendships. Are you helping 

or hindering yourself from remaining abstinent? If you know you need to make changes, do so. 

 

QUESTION #3 

 What are my values and beliefs about sexuality? 

In chapter 4, page 103 of The New A-list, I share a piece of invaluable advice my father gave me 

regarding sex in my teens. His words forever changed my perspective about what it meant to give 

away my body to a man who was not my husband. Read those words and then examine what 

you have been taught, consciously or subconsciously, about sex. What kind of patterns and cycles 

did you grow up with that might validate your perspective, and is it healthy?  

Why is this important?  

It will be hard to abstain if you don’t have rock-solid values and principles to abide by regarding 

premarital sex. Even if you were not taught much by a parent, guardian, or mentor, it is not too 

late to adopt principles and adapt your behaviors. That is what my book will help you do: develop 

a clear philosophy and personal ideology to live by throughout your single life. 

EXERCISE 3: In a separate journal, write down 3 reasons you believe waiting for sex is a must-do.  

After you get them written down, turn that into your personal mantra for abstinence and don’t 

violate your own principles. (For example: (1) My body belongs to God (2) I don’t want to devalue 

my temple by giving it away without a covenant (3) I am worth the wait. Then your mantra will 

look like this “My body belongs to God. I don’t want to devalue my temple by giving it away 

without a covenant, and I am worth the wait.) Feel free to use this one. 

 

QUESTION #4 

What Are My Triggers? 

In chapter 5, page 155 of The New A-list, I talk to you about being clear about what tempts you. 

Read that. A great way to illustrate this point is WIFI or wireless Internet service. Whenever you 

go to a “hot spot,” your computer automatically picks up signals and connects your device. If, 

sexually, you trigger your hot spot, those signals will download into your brain and tell your body, 

it’s time to connect or “hook up” with the person who set off your triggers. Furthermore, others 

will pick up on those signals or mating calls you’re sending out—whether consciously or 

subconsciously—that say you want to connect sexually. Are you aware of your triggers? 
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Why is this important?  

Without knowing what constitutes an irresistible temptation for you and takes you beyond your 

threshold, leaves you open and susceptible compromise. Once you set off a chain reaction in your 

body and lustful passion overtakes you, your mind gets foggy and you no longer think clearly. 

Suddenly, all that determination gets lost in the heat of the moment. If, on the other hand, you 

know and are mindful of what gets you hot and bothered, you can more easily avoid risky 

scenarios that will prey upon your weaknesses. 

EXERCISE 4: Create a personal “Can’t Do That” list in your journal. Spell out exactly what is “too 

far” for you. Be specific about the types of things, images, touches, songs, and situations make 

waiting really difficult or next-to-impossible. Then, once you have identified them, avoid them at 

all cost. 

 

QUESTION #5 

Do I Love And Value Me? 

In chapter 6, page 182 of The New A-list, I talk about how loved and valued you are by God, no 

matter who you are, where you’re from, or what you’ve done. The Father loves you 

unconditionally. But how do you feel about yourself? Do you believe you are worthy of love, 

respect, and honor? Have you embraced and accepted the fact that you truly are a treasure? Do 

you conduct yourself that way by honoring your abstinence vows? 

Why is this important?  

It is difficult to demand from others what you do not believe you deserve. Many women and men 

don’t realize that they devalue their temple by spreading it around and giving it away without 

requiring a marriage commitment. Before you are able to set appropriate boundaries and uphold 

high standards, there must be an internal belief that you are priceless and more than worth the 

wait. 

EXERCISE 5: If there are any negative experiences you have had in the past that diminished your 

sense of value, write them down in your private journal. Be honest and then, forgive the people 

who said or did those things to you, so you can heal. You may need to forgive yourself. Do it. You’ll 

be so much better for it. 

 

CONCLUSION 

As you can see, waiting for marriage to have sex is not a thing you do without focused effort. It 

is a conscious choice, a decision, made out of commitment to God and your values. This brief 
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guide will help you dig into some issues and hang-ups regarding sex and get you thinking seriously 

about what you need to do to wait. It’s possible. I’m here to help you. 

 

PURITY CAMPAIGN 

Are you waiting and want to help encourage other singles to do so? Share your story at 

purity@eewmagazine.com. 

 

ABOUT THE NEW A-LIST AUTHOR 

Award-winning media specialist and national abstinence advocate 

Dianna Hobbs has been named one of the “70 Most Influential Black 

Christian History-Makers” by Black Christian News Network for her 

work in faith-based media.  Through her book, The New A-list: 

Abstinence Makes The Heart Grow Fonder, the Founder of 

Empowering Everyday Women Ministries is empowering both 

women and men to abstain from sex until marriage through 

practical, biblical, easy-to-apply strategies. Visit 

www.TheNewAlist.com.  
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